Our Plans & Goals For
Ashesi University’s
Third Decade

The Power of Small Beginnings

$2m

30

2002

Ashesi’s initial
funding for operations
and scholarships.

Number of
students in
Ashesi’s pioneer
class of 2005

Ashesi’s first
class is held in
rented building.

A Bold Vision Comes to Life:
Two Decades of Ashesi
3,100

90%

1:1

Students and
alumni, with a
1,000+ grads in
last 5 years alone.

9 out of 10 Ashesi
grads start careers
within 6 months
of completion.

Half of students:
+ on scholarships;
+ are women

Top 10

150,000

417,000

Ashesi is ranked
among Africa’s top
10 most impactful
universities by Times
Higher Education.

Students who have
seen learning reforms
& stronger outcomes
through Ashesi-led
partnerships.

Households with
access to climate smart
products from Ashesi’s
Climate Innovation
Centre incubatees

Entrepreneurial Leadership Education
matters, and we have proof
Hanan helped build
and deploy the biometric
voter registration and
verification system for
15 million voters in
Ghana’s 2012
election – a world first.

Regina started a
technology programme
focused on women
and girls, that has
now trained 10,000.

Ashesi
community is
transforming
millions of lives

Andara co-led development of an
impact model that allows
Ghana Ministry of Finance to
assess impact of 75% of its tax
policies and more effectively
adjust implementation.

DreamOval, started by
4 Ashesi alumni, now
processes $2 billion in
transactions across
4 African countries
annually.
Ashesi faculty Sena led a
partnership to help youth in
cocoa farming areas start
businesses; project reached a
1000, and led to the creation
of 400 new businesses

BEYOND THE HORIZON
OUR PLAN FOR ASHESI’S THIRD DECADE

Generational
Challenges &
Opportunities
That Inspire
Our Direction

Significant
population
growth in
Africa.

Climate change,
its effects, and
the need for
solutions.

The pandemic
and need for African
science & health
leadership.

Free Trade
Agreements and
need to align on
education goals.

4th industrial
revolution, and
new tools for
problem-solving.

Manufacturing
potential in Africa,
for consumers
and talent.

Beyond the Horizon:
Ashesi’s Third Decade
Our first two decades focused on proving Ashesi’s model, establishing our campus,
and building the partnerships that ensure strong outcomes across our community.
In our next decade, we will engage in transformational action for Ashesi, African
Higher Education, and the world.

Depth
in high priority
areas

Scale
through Higher
Education Alliances

Resilience
to reinforce our
impact & excellence

Depth in high
priority areas

Climate change,
its effects, and
the need for
solutions.

The pandemic
and need for African
science & health
leadership.

4th industrial
revolution, and
new tools for
problem-solving.

Manufacturing
potential in Africa,
for consumers
and talent.

Informed by:

Expand and Deepen Our Academic Programmes
a. Grow Undergraduate
Programme to support
industrialization, health,
agriculture, and policy

b. Move up the
demographic ladder and
introduce Master’s
Programmes

c. Executive Education for
Senior Leaders in Corporate
Africa, Public Service, and
Academia

BSc. Mechatronic
Engineering

MSc Mechatronic
Engineering

BSc Bioengineering

MSc Computer Science

Deepen engagement
with senior leaders with
programmes that emphasise
ethics, leadership and
governance.

BSc Economics

Part-time MBA

Law & Public Policy

For academia, work with
leaders and faculty to tool
up for better outcomes for
students

Strengthening our core:
A responsible, innovative Ashesi
4%

Research

60%

Of our community
will be people living
with disability.

Will drive our teaching
and learning, and
innovations

Of our energy sources
will be renewable,
from our current 12%

1:1

200

Maintain our goals for
gender balance, and
having half of our
students on
scholarships.

Healthcare solutions
built through partnership
with Mastercard
Foundation University
Health Alliance

240
Businesses incubated
at Ashesi’s Climate
Innovation Centre,
with Global Affairs
Canada

Scale Impact
through
Education
Collaborative
Informed by:

Significant
population
growth in
Africa.

Free Trade
Agreements and
need to align on
education goals.

Scaling Impact Through African
Higher Education Alliances
No one university can confront Africa’s
higher education challenge by itself
– we need a strong collective. To enable this,
we believe a new model for higher ed
partnership and collaboration – not just
competition - is needed to bring institutions
and stakeholders across sub-Saharan Africa
together to work towards a collective set of
student outcomes and goals.

West
East
Francophone

Our Goals for this decade:

140

4

Universities
in Network

Regional
Hubs

1 million
Students directly
impacted by reforms

Southern

Beyond 1 million Students
Collaborating to develop a
Sub-Saharan Africa University Ranking,
whose metrics will guide the work of all
universities and improve outcomes for
students on the continent. This effort is
guided by surveys and interviews of
citizenry across the continent.
This effort will be driven by a
consortium that operates
independently.

West
East
Francophone

Southern

Resilience
to reinforce
our impact
& excellence

a. Build an endowment to
strengthen financial resilience.
Provide scholarships, recruit the
most promising students, attract
and retain strong talent, and
support high priority projects
into perpetuity.

b. Formalise succession
planning beyond President’s
Office to all key functions of
the university and deepen
our commitments to
leadership and talent
growth.

Key Goals for Endowment This Decade

800

Research

Ashesi
students on
Scholarships
at any time

Support faculty
to engage in
strong applied
research

Education
Collaborative
Funded into
perpetuity

40
Founders
Within our alumni
body receiving
funding annually

Executing our Plan:
Campus Expansion
+ Multipurpose Building
• Facilities & Logistics Offices
• Faculty Offices
• Multipurpose Hall

+ Innovation Centre
• Units of the Faculty of Engineering
and Computer Science, housing new
programmes and added research
spaces within these departments.
• Additional Library Space
• Administrative offices

+ Student Housing
• Bringing student
housing capacity to half of
undergraduate population

+ Leadership Centre

• Education Collaborative Centre
• School of Leadership (focused on
post-graduate and executive education)
• Units of the Faculty of Business,
Law, Economics
• 1,400-seater Auditorium

Executing our Plan:
Campus Expansion
+ Multipurpose
Building
+ Innovation
Centre
+ Leadership
Centre
+ Student
Residence
Halls

Beyond the Horizon:
Timeline for Another Consequential Decade
2022:
+ Education Collaborative
cumulatively impacts 149,000
students across Africa.

2023
+ Secure accreditation for
- BSc Economics
- BSc Mechatronics

+ MSc Mechatronics
recruits first class

+ Begin construction of
Multipurpose Building

+ Common Fund selected as
endowment fund manager

+ Complete architecture for
Innovation Centre, Leadership
Centre, and student residence
halls

+ Ashesi Foundation Canada
is established to support
fundraising

+ Prioritize fundraising
for campus expansion.
+ Complete curriculum
design and seek
accreditation for:
- MBA
- BA/LLB. Law & Public Policy
- BSc. Biological Engineering

Beyond the Horizon:
Timeline for Another Consequential Decade
2024
+Begin instruction for
- BSc Economics
- BSc Mechatronics
- MSc Computer Science
- Executive Education

2025
+ Begin Major Construction
- Innovation Centre
- Leadership Centre
- Student residence halls
- 60% renewable
energy mix

2026 - 2027:
+ Begin instruction for
- MBA
- BA/LLB. Law
& Public Policy
- BSc. Biological
Engineering

Strengthening
our core

Continue to build an ethical,
inclusive, and innovative
community.

7 new degrees

3x+ Growth

Bachelors and Masters
programmes spanning
Engineering, Computer Science,
Business, Law & Public Policy,
and Executive Education.

Grow alumni body from
2,000 to appx 7,000, and
grow enrolment capacity
from 1,300 to 2,500.

1 million
students

Through the education collaborative we
will influence learning outcomes for a far
more significant number of students, with
140 institutions in the network.

Infrastructure
Growth
A new Technology and
Engineering Centre, a Centre
for Leadership, and new
student residence halls.

Endowment
Fund key aspects of Ashesi’s
work into perpetuity – 200
new scholarships annually;
the education collaborative;
research and innovation;
teaching and learning.

BEYOND THE HORIZON
OUR PLAN FOR ASHESI’S THIRD DECADE

